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Download and install

To get started, simply install Continia Expense Management through Microsoft
AppSource. When your free trial expires, you are asked to subscribe to
Continia Expense Management in order to continue using the app.

GRATIS
FREE
PRØVE
GRATIS
TRIAL
PRØVE

With a free trial, you can test Continia Expense Management and experience
the many benefits of using the app.

• 30 days from the installation date, or
• when a maximum of 5 Named Expense Users have been registered

eller 5 Named Expense App Users

What is a “Named Expense User”?

The persons already created or being created in Business Central, who can
submit expenses within a calendar month.

Are more than 50% of your
Named Expense Users inactive
during a calendar month?
Then you can save money. Learn more on the next page.

www.continia.com
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Free trial

Your free trial expires after:

DAGE
DAYS
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DAGE
or up to 5 Named
Expense App Users

Pricing per User
per month

Essential
EXPENSE USER FEATURE MODULES:

Credit Card Transactions
Mileage
Per Diem

5
1.25

1.25

1.25

$
$
$
$

Selected Feature Modules counts in all Expense Users.
Prices are recommended prices excluding VAT/Tax and
subject to change and availability

Volume discount on Users
See page 3.

Integrated with
Google Maps
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Are more than 50% of your
Named Expense Users inactive
during a calendar month?
GRATIS
PRØVE

DAGE

We will automatically invoice the cheapest settlement (Named or Active
Expense Users) for each calendar month. However, we will invoice for an
Active User for an entire month as a minimum.

What is an “Active Expense User”?

Users who have submitted an expense to Business Central (a registered
purchase, a mileage registration or completed a Per Diem).
Please note: You will automatically be invoiced for Active Expense Users if
this is the cheapest form of settlement in the particular calendar month.

Essential
EXPENSE USER FEATURE MODULES:

Credit Card Transactions
Mileage
Per Diem

E XPENSE

10
2.5

2.5

2.5

$
$
$
$

Selected Feature Modules counts in all Expense Users.
Prices are recommended prices excluding VAT/Tax and
subject to change and availability

Volume discount on Users
See page 3.

www.continia.com

Active
Users

In the case that a majority of your Named Expense Users are inactive
and have not submitted any expenses to Business Central, you will get a
discount. This means that you will automatically be invoiced in relation to
the number of Active Expense Users instead.
This eliminates the need to adjust your list of Expense Users in periods with
low activity, for example during holiday periods.

eller 5 Named Expense App Users

Pricing per User
per month

Integrated with
Google Maps

USER VOLUME DISCOUNT
High volume discount for companies with large group of Expense Users

We offer discount for companies with a large group of Expense users based on our Expense User price list.
If you have more than 25 Active or 50 Named Expense Users, you are able to get additional users to a reduced price.
Please notice that the discount rate is only applicable within the specific user interval.
Discount is handled seperately.

www.continia.com

